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RETRO GAMING
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

Cry of War
Lyndsey M. Mosley

First Wii
months have
been pure bliss

I

bought a Wii
when it launched
on Nov. 19 even
though I’d never
bought a system at launch.
Did I regret it?
No, I wholeheartedly
say.
I’ve enjoyed every minute of the system, even
when it was out the Mosley
household because of stupid thieves (I still haven’t
gotten it back, but I got
another one for my birthday a few months later to
replace it – that’s a whole
other column).
Since I’ve had to replace games, I received
Super Paper Mario and Wii
Sports. I really loved Super
Paper Mario but I haven’t
had time to finish it. Wii
Sports … well, having had
to reclaim my glory in
three of the four sports has
been interesting. I’m not
back up to “pro” status in
bowling yet, but I’ve managed to learn how to play
golf well enough to be a
little more than 800.
Please see First, page 8

When Nintendo announced
“Super Metroid” for download on the
Wii’s Virtual Console in August, I
knew it would immediately join my
collection.
“Super Metroid” was one of those
games for which you buy a system
on launch day. From the immersive
story about Samus’ adventure to retrieve the last Metroid in existence
from the clutches of the Space Pirates and her discovery of herself and
abilities, to the gorgeous graphics
and haunting music, “Super Metroid”
is a work of art and a true masterpiece. It is Nintendo’s crowning
glory and it’s a tutorial on how platforming adventure games should be
done.
From the moment the game starts,
you are pulled into your surroundings. The intro screen sets the tone
for the rest of the game as you bear
witness to the dead researchers at the
Ceres Space Station. From there, you
set your options and select your
game file and it’s off to the races.
What I like the most about the first
10 hours of the game is the pacing.
“Super Metroid” excels at providing
action at just the right parts. Just
when you think you’re lost, it’s like
the developers realized this and shine
a beacon for you to follow.
The music in Super Metroid is
among the best I’ve ever heard. No
background music has ever sounded
more appropriate and right for a
game. From dark, moody orchestrations in Brinstar to triumphant calls
when Samus returns to the surface of
Crateria, the music is a haunting yet
beautiful experience.
Graphically, “Super Metroid” set
a high standard back in the day for
Super Nintendo games. It was the
largest game released for a time on
the Super Nintendo and it shows. I

GAMING FILE
Title: Super Metroid
Developer: Nintendo
Year released: 1994
Rating (out of 10): 10

like how you can see details on
Samus’ suits, which was impressive
for a SNES game. I also really like
how the extremely colorful backgrounds mesh well with Samus in the
forefront. She never seems out of
place and she doesn’t clash, either.
Control-wise, “Super Metroid”
excels in every way. You cannot ask
for a more perfect control scheme. If
you ever make mistakes with the
controller, it’s not because the game
was programmed wrong. Let’s face
it: It was you. Samus is crafted so
elegantly that you feel as though you
are Samus. You are moving through
the air in purposeful flips that land
exactly on platforms. You are accurately shooting enemies with careful,
planned charged beams and missiles.
Nothing ever seems to miss its
intended target because of bad programming.
Overall, “Super Metroid” is
probably my favorite game of all
time. It’s so expertly crafted and lovingly done that even 13 years after its
release I still eagerly await a run
through. It began my love for Samus
and continues to amaze me a full
decade after I faced and defeated
Mother Brain. “Super Metroid”
should be in every gamer’s collection.
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The Game gospel
By Marcus C. Barnes

Preach on
Brother Barnes,
preach on

O

K. First and
foremost, to
ever yb o d y
that’s been
hating on the Wii, shut
your mouth. Just because
you want to stick by your
precious little Sony and/or
Microsoft systems doesn’t
give you the right to just
bash away at what is actually a great system. I mean
wireless control and the
ability to be connected to
the net 24/7 and the ability
to download old-school
Nintendo games. The very
games that made gaming
what it is today. How can
you not love that?
Random XBox fan boy:
“Yeah, but we can put old
school Nintendo games on
our system, too.”
Yeah, that’s cute and
all, but I’d rather download
them than having to rip my
actual system apart for a
haxorz job. And what if
that shiny new hard drive
you put in gets fragged? So
long old school, so long
system. Silly little fan boy.
Sony finally decided to
Please see Preach, page 9

Welcome to the world
of Street Fighter
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING INSURRECTION

The first thing you need to know
about the world of Street Fighter is
when it takes place. The year of a
game’s events is the year that it was
released. This has been confirmed
by Capcom themselves.
Multiple versions of games are
overwritten by the final game in the
series. For example, “Street Fighter
Alpha 3’s” storyline trumps Street
Fighter Alpha and Alpha 2 because
it is the final game in the Alpha series. The same goes for Super
Turbo and 3S, which were the final
games for the respective series.
The timeline for the games is

like this:
Street Fighter - 1987
Street Fighter Alpha/Street
Fighter Alpha 2 - 1988
Rival Schools - 1989 or 1990
Street Fighter Alpha 3 - 1990
(This is a fact because all dolls were
officially stated by Capcom to be
16 during Street Fighter Alpha 3
and this is confirmed by Cammy’s
birthdate.)
Rival Schools 2 - 1990 or 1991
Super Street Fighter 2 Turbo –
1993
Street Fighter 3: Third Strike –
1998
Through piecing together events
Please see Welcome, page 7
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THE "I"TE"DO

Wii
Wii believe Nintendo still has it
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY

WHAT COMES WITH THE WII

GAMING INSURRECTION

When the Wii was announced at
E3 2004, the gaming world was
turned on its ear. Flash forward
three years and the Wii has become
a gaming sensation with the public
at large. While this doesn’t surprise
me, I am surprised at the lack of
“killer apps” so far other than
“Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess” and “Super Mario Galaxy.”
However, all of that is about to
change.

Wii remotes with jackets
Wii system

Nintendo is changing the way
video games are played. The Wii,
with its motion-sensing controls,
aims to bring the “fun” back to
gaming. Most of the popular games
with the Wii have tried to get users
off the couch and into motion.
Since introducing the Wii to the
world on Nov. 19, 2006, the Wii

Wii Sports
Sensor bar

has sold out in most stores and is
still hard to find.
With the introduction of
“Metroid Prime 3: Corruption,”
“Super Mario Galaxy” and soon
with “Super Smash Bros. Brawl”
and “MarioKart Wii,” Nintendo
hopes to keep the ball rolling on
the Revolution.

MORE ON THE WII
Getting online with your Wii—page 6
Channels— page 10
What is in a Wii? — page 11

Wii accessories—page 11
Virtual Console titles—page 12
Hot titles on the Wii—page 13
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HOW TO GET ON THE INTERNET WITH THE WII
There are two ways to get online with
the Wii.
Router plus broadband/DSL connection
First set up your broadband/DSL connection through your ISP provider. Next,
set up your router to receive an Internet
connection and broadcast its signal.
Then, once your connection is established, go the Internet menu in the Wii
options menu. Select which connection
you want to use and select Wireless for
your connection type.
Have the Wii search for an access point
and select it when it comes up. If you
have the connection encrypted enter
your WPA or WEP key.
If your key is correct, the system will do
a connection test. If your connection is
good and stable, you will be asked if you
would like perform a system update. Select yes or no and you’re done.
Nintendo Wi-Fi connector plus
DSL/broadband connection
This method assumes you are using
Windows XP as your operating system.
Please note that in order for the
Wi-Fi connector to work at all times and
send signal to Wii, you must have the PC
on.
To get started, make sure there are no
previous versions of the Wi-Fi connector
software installed. You need a clean install.
First, run the application on the install
disc called setup.exe. When setup tells
you to plug in the Wi-Fi connector, do
so.

The stick needs to be plugged into a
USB port directly on the PC, no hubs.
Next, go to Network Connections in the
control panel and click on “Set up a connection or network.”
You will need to do this so that your
Internet connection can be shared. Otherwise, you will get an Internet connection sharing error.
If you have shared the connection
properly, the program will finish installing and you are on your way. Run the
Nintendo Wi-Fi Connector Registration
tool and then set up your Wii.
To set up the Wii, go to the Wii options
menu again and select which connection
you want to use. Select Nintendo Wi-Fi
USB Connector from the list. Go back to
your PC and your Wii name should show
up in the registration tool window. Click
on it and select “Grant permission” so
that the Wii can connect. If it’s successful, you will be asked if you want to perform a system update. Select yes or no
and you’re done.
Analysis: I can connect both ways in
my home and I have found both to have
their pros and cons. I use a Linksys
Wireless Broadband G router and my
signal is excellent for my Wii and DS.
The setup is easy once you know what
you’re doing and you do it a couple of
times.
With the Wi-Fi connector I have no
problems once I set up the connection to
share with my desktop PC’s broadband.
That is the main pitfall you must watch
Please see Channels, page 10
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Welcome to the world of Street Fighter
FROM PAGE 4
from the major games,
the storyline arcs over six
games.
In 1987, Ryu faced
Sagat in the World Warrior tournament finals.
Ryu defeated Sagat using
his patented shoryuken.
As Sagat reached down
to offer him a hand, Ryu
rose up with the shoryuken and put the scar on
Sagat’s chest. This is the
only time that “Evil Ryu”
ever appears.
In 1990, M. Bison
(Vega in Japan) tries to
find a new body and has
mastered what he calls
Psycho Power while
heading up his organization, Shadowloo. Psycho
Power feeds off negative
energy and is the perfect
conductor for Bison to
grow stronger. It is here
that he met up with Rose
again and the two battle.
Rose was killed and Bison took over body temporarily as his old body
was destroyed by Charlie
(Nash). Capcom’s official explanation for Bison taking over Rose’s
body was that Rose was
the “good” side of his
conscience and he expelled her in order to
fully master Psycho
Power. The Doll Project
also came into play because Cammy, Juli, Juni
and the other dolls were
used to augment Bison’s
power. Cammy was to be

CHARACTERS IN SF2
Dhalsim Nov. 22, 1952

STREET
FIGHTER FIRST
Blanka Feb. 12,
1966

Sagat July 2, 1955
Vega - Jan.
27, 1967
Zangief - June
1, 1956

T. Hawk - July
21, 1959

E. Honda Nov. 3, 1960

Guile - Dec.
23, 1960

Chun-Li March 1,
1968

Balrog Sept. 4,
1968
Fei Long April 23,
1969
Cammy Jan. 6,
1974

Ryu - July 21,
1964
M. Bison April 17
Ken - Feb.
14, 1965

Dee Jay Oct. 31, 1965

used as his new vehicle
but she rebelled and developed thinking on her
own. It is during this
time that Charlie sacrificed himself and blew
up Bison while destroying the Psycho Drive,
which Bison used to
transfer and store power.
In 1993, Bison re-

Akuma—
unknown
(hidden in
SSF2 Turbo)

turned with a new,
sleeker body and hosts
the second World Warrior tournament. Capcom
has stated that either
Guile, Chun-Li or Ryu
faced Bison at the end of
the tournament. Most
likely it was Chun-Li
because in Street Fighter
3 it’s hinted in her ending

APPEARANCES
Street Fighter
Joe
Mike
Geki
Retsu
Eagle
Lee
Ken
Ryu
Street Fighter
Alpha
Rose
Adon
Guy
Dan
Sodom
Charlie
Birdie
Street Fighter
Alpha 2
Sakura
Rolento
Gen
Street Fighter
Alpha 3
Cody
Karin
R. Mika
Juli
Juni

that she won the second
tournament. As the final
battle happened, Akuma
teleported in and killed
Bison using Shun Goku
Satsu. With Bison out of
the way, Shadowloo fell.
It is not known what hapPlease see Street, page 8
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CHARACTERS (NEW) IN SF3

Yun

Twelve

FROM PAGE 7

Q

Remy

pens to many of the characters in
Street Fighter 2. Most of their
storylines are supposedly resolved
by the end of SF2, which is why
they do not appear in the third
game.
With a new generation created
and two old favorites returning,
Street Fighter 3 began in 1998 with
“Street Fighter 3: New Generation,” then Street Fighter 3: Second
Impact and finally “Street Fighter
3: Third Strike,” the officially
stated final game in the Street
Fighter series. In Third Strike, Gill
invited fighters worldwide to compete in order for him to find the
perfect fighters for his utopia. Capcom has officially stated that Alex
won Third Strike.

Yang

Elena

Dudley

Alex

Hugo

Ibuki

Makoto

Necro

Sean
Urien
Oro

First Wii months of system have been pure bliss
FROM PAGE 3
I also use the other channels
on the shop. The Wii Shop channel is my favorite so far just for
the shopping factor alone.
I’ve spent at least $200 on
oldschool games that I already
have in my game collection, but
I don’t care.
I eagerly anticipate what we
call “Wii Release Monday” to
see what are the latest games
Nintendo has decided to grace us

with.
I also use the Forecast and
News channels pretty often.
It’s nice to be able to get
caught up on the news and
weather right before I leave the
house without having to watch
either on TV.
So is it worth the $250?
Bottom line: Yes, according
to this editor.
Lyndsey M. Mosley is the editor of
Gaming Insurrection. She can be reached
at gaming_insurrection@hotmail.com.

LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
Gaming Insurrection
My Wii shirt that I received on Wii
launch day on Nov. 19, 2006.
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Preach on brother Barnes, preach on
FROM PAGE 4
put out the new baby killer. Erm … I meant to say the
PS3. I would love to have one right now, but something
tells me that I can do a lot more with my $600 than just
simply upgrade my PS2. Backwards compatibility is
always a nice thing; however when I start seeing PS3
games that makes me want to shell out that kind of
coin, then we’ll talk. As for the whole Cell processor
and “Blu-Ray disc” technology, that’s nothing more
than advertising jargon for “Here’s a 20-pound computer disguised as a video game system. Enjoy, children!” You know better than that Sony; I thought you
had better ways to sell your system. Don’t make me
bring back that cube-head guy you used when you first
started out. Horrible as it was, him spitting out U U U
R NOT E was simply classic. Shame on you.
Square/Enix (or Squenix in other areas of gamedom)
decided to no longer sit on the FFVII franchise and
have Vincent Valentine have his own game: “Dirge Of
Cerberus.” To be honest, this was actually a good
game. Vincent deals with guns, so make the game a
shooter/RPG crossover. Controls could’ve been a little
tighter, and aiming really could’ve been fixed before
the game got shipped out, but bravo.
Any other spin-offs in the future? A Yuffie ninja
style game, perhaps?
Also, let’s not forget the finally finished “Final Fantasy XII” (that’s 12 for you non-roman numeralreading people). Basically, this is nothing more than
“Final Fantasy XI” for the non-online playing people.
Still pretty good, though. Give it a shot when you have
the opportunity.
Konami made fans and lost fans this year with their
actions. They gained fans with the brand new addition
to the DDR family entitled “SuperNova.” Finally, new
songs to waste several hours trying to AAA. Fascination Maxx and its little brother Eternal Love Mix will
eat you alive. Trust me. Yet on the flip side, a lot of
people killed their devotion when Konami “kinda” won
a lawsuit against Roxor Games, makers of the acclaimed “In The Groove.” What happened? Well,
Roxor decided to use old DDR machines and put their
product in back in ’04.
Harmless enough, right? Not to Konami, who decided that this “egregious” act should not go unpunished. So they sued, and in the end, won only the
“rights” to In The Groove. The long and short of it,
with the exception of “Pump it Up,” Konami basically

“You know better than that Sony; I
thought you had better ways to sell
your system. Don’t make me bring
back that cube-head guy you used
when you first started out. Horrible
as it was, him spitting out U U U R
NOT E was simply classic. Shame
on you.”
monopolized the music game market with this decision.
Tis a shame, too ... I wanted another version of
“DisConnected.”
Speaking of music games, another “Guitar Hero”
came out. Oh, yes, this little piece of hotness is indeed
better than it’s predecessor. For one, the music selection is a little more new school than the last, with tracks
like “Heart Shaped Box,” “Killing In The Name,”
“Sweet Child O’ Mine,” and the like. But as always,
one must pay homage to the old: “Freebird,” “Strutter,”
“Misirlou,” and others join the set list. Secondly, hammer ons and pull-offs are not stupidly hard to do. Just
roll across the frets (in time with the music, of course)
and you too will run past those ridiculously crazy solos.
And play “Trogdor” one time if you do get this game.
“Guitar Hero III” and “Rock Band” are making the
rounds on my consoles right now.
Hey, remember the Nintendo DS? Yeah, that little
handheld system that really didn’t get anything in
2006? Well, fast forward one year later, and the little
system that could has really dominated (in my opinion)
the handheld market.
Who would’ve guessed a game like “Brain Age”
would’ve been the catapult to where it is now? And
with titles such as “Final Fantasy III,” “Elite Beat
Agents” “Children of Mana,” “Contact,” “Castlevania:
Portrait of Ruin,” and Dragon Quest IX … EXCLUSIVE TO THE DS, methinks the strangle hold with be
a little tighter on the PSP and whatever else decides to
come out.
The views expressed in this editorial are the views of
Marcus Barnes only. They do not under any circumstances reflect
the views of Gaming Insurrection or its writers. Except for the
XBox. That thing just sucks. Barnes can be reached at gaming_insurrection @hotmail.com.
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There are nine application channels available for the Wii. At top, from left to right, are
the GameCube, Mii, Check Mii Out, Wii Shop, Forecast, News, Internet, Everybody Votes
and Photo channel.

CHANNELS
 Wii Shop – You can buy Virtual
Console games here*
 GameCube channel – Play your
GameCube games here
 Photo channel – Add photos and
manipulate them here to send to friends
added to your Wii friends list
 Everybody Votes – You can buy
this channel in the Wii Ware section of
the shop channel to participate in polls
created by Nintendo or other users. *
 Internet channel – Surf the Web
here with the Opera browser. *

 News channel – Read the latest
in national, international, sports, business and more through content provided
by the Associated Press. *
 Forecast channel – View conditions
in your state, region or worldwide. *
 Check Mii Out channel – See
user-created or Nintendo-created miis
from around the world or your region.
You can also enter contests for themebased miis. *
*= Must have an Internet connection to access
all content.
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HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?
Here’s how much Wii systems and accessories
are going for in the Nintendo online store
(other prices are from different stores where
noted):
Wii base system—$249.99
Wii remote —$40.00
Wii nunchuku —$20.00
Wii classic controller—$20.00
SD memory card (size varies) — $27.99 for
1GB; $42 for 2GB (BestBuy.com)
Wii zapper—$20
GameCube memory card (size varies) — $220
for a 251 memory card
Wii point cards (2,000 points only) — $20
Wii LAN adapter—$24.99

DID YOU KNOW?
Most, if not all, GameCube products work
with the Wii. You can use Wavebirds and any
GameCube game on the Wii. Memory cards
also work and can be accessed in the Data
management menu under the Wii option.

LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY

Gaming Insurrection
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Wii virtual console madness
Titles from Nintendo’s consoles as
well as the Turbo Grafx16, Sega
Genesis and Neo Geo are available on
the Wii console.
NES
Baseball
Donkey Kong
Donkey Kong Jr.
Gradius
Ice Hockey
Legend of Zelda
Mario Bros.
Pinball
Soccer
Solomon’s Key
Super Mario Bros.
Tennis
Urban Champion
Wario’s Woods
Xevious
Kirby’s Adventure
Kid Icarus
Ice Climber
The Legend of Kage
Elevator Action
Tecmo Bowl
Excitebike
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Galaga
Punch-Out!! Featuring Mr. Dream
Castlevania
Mighty Bomb Jack
Ninja Gaiden
Ninja Gaiden II
Pac-Man
Milon’s Secret Castle
Zelda II: The Adventure of Link
Lode Runner
NES Open Tournament
Super Mario Bros. 2
Super Mario Bros.: The Lost Levels
Yoshi
Mach Rider
Balloon Fight
Star Soldier
Adventures of Lolo
Metroid
Super C
Donkey Kong Jr. Math
Adventure Island
NES Play Action Football
Ninja JaJaMaru-kun
Lunar Pool
Castlevania II Simon's Quest
Super Mario Bros. 3
Volleyball
Super Nintendo
Contra III: The Alien Wars
The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the
Past

R-Type III: The Third Lightning
Sim City
Street Fighter II: The World Warrior
Street Fighter II: Hyper Fighting
Super Castlevania
Super Mario World
F-Zero
Super Ghouls 'n Ghosts
Romance of the Three Kingdoms IV:
Wall of Fire
Gradius III
The Legend of The Mystical Ninja
Final Fight
Donkey Kong Country 2: Diddy's
Kong Quest
ActRaiser
Kirby's Dream Course
Super Metroid
Breath of Fire II
Kirby's Avalanche
Metal Marines
Axelay
Nintendo 64
Super Mario 64
Mario Kart 64
Sin & Punishment
Yoshi’s Story
F-Zero X
The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of
Time
Star Fox 64
Paper Mario
Wave Race 64
Sega Genesis
Altered Beast
Bonanza Bros.
Columns
Comix Zone
Dr. Robotnik's Mean Bean Machine
Ecco the Dolphin
Gain Ground
Golden Axe
Gunstar Heroes
Ristar
Sonic the Hedgehog
Space Harrier II
Toe Jam & Earl
Sega Genesis
Streets of Rage
Bio-Hazard Battle
Sword of Vermillion
Sonic Spinball
Beyond Oasis
Alex Kidd in the Enchanted Castle
Virtua Fighter 2
Wonder Boy in Monster World
Streets of Rage 2
Kid Chameleon
ToeJam & Earl in Panic on
Funkotron

Golden Axe II
Sonic the Hedgehog 2
Ecco: The Tides of Time
Shining Force
Dynamite
Shining in the Darkness
Shinobi III: Return of the Ninja Master
Ghouls'n Ghosts
Landstalker: The Treasures of King Nole
Sonic The Hedgehog
Super Thunder Blade
Streets of Rage 3
Golden Axe III
Alien Soldier
TurboGrafx16
Alien Crush
Bomberman ‘93
Bonk’s Adventure
Dungeon Explorer
Military Madness
Moto Roader
R-Type
Soldier Blade
Super Star Soldier
Victory Run
Vigilante
New Adventure Island
Chew Man Fu
Double Dungeons
Splatterhouse
Dragon's Curse
Bravoman
Bonk's Revenge
Battle Lode Runner
Shockman
Ordyne
Ninja Spirit
Blazing Lazers
J.J. & Jeff
Dead Moon
Bloody Wolf
World Sports Competition
China Warrior
Dragon Spirit
Air “Zonk”
Silent Debuggers
Devil's Crush
Drop Off
GALAGA ’90
Cratermaze
Neutopia
Bonk 3: Bonk’s Big Adventure
Neutopia II
World Class Baseball
NEO GEO
Fatal Fury
Art of Fighting
World Heroes
Magician Lord
Blue’s Journey
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What’s hot for the Wii

O

ne of 2008’s most anticipated titles is
“Super Smash Bros. Brawl.” With announced features such as level editor,
online play, co-op online play, “Super
Smash Bros. Brawl” combines old and new Nintendo favorites along with characters from Metal Gear and Sonic
the Hedgehog.
Some characters that have joined the fray are Icarus
from Kid Icarus, King DeeDee from Kirby, several pokemon from the Pokemon series and Wario. New stages are
abound, particularly the stages Shadow Moses (from
Metal Gear) and a stage from “Animal Crossing.”

“Metroid Prime 3: Corruption” ends the Prime trilogy, which began on the
GameCube. Great graphics,
first-person shooting mechanics and good gameplay
make a fitting end to the
Metroid prequels.
“Super Mario Galaxy” is
the next seminal title in the
Mario lore. Mario moves to
outer space to once again
save Princess Peach from
Bowser and his minions.
Galaxy harkens back to the
days of Mario 64 and Super
Mario Bos. 3 with Mario’s
ability to acquire different
suits.

All images courtesy of Gamespot.com
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MK2 doesn’t stand test of time
BY LYNDSEY M. MOSLEY
GAMING I NSURRECTION

When I first got into arcades,
Mortal Kombat II was there. It
was my beginning game for
fighting competition and it was
my first bottle in the milking-itfor-all-it’s-worth category of
popular games. That being said,
while I love MK2, I can’t say it’s
fared all that well in 13 years.
MK2’s graphics are horrible
by today’s standards. When you
look at it and compare it to
graphics of today’s fighting
games, you can see that the
graphics engine needed work
then and still does today. Backgrounds were inventive and creative, and had a lot of work put
into them. Character designs did
too, and I like how realistic the
characters seemed with the motion capture method.
However, swapping the male
and female ninjas’ palettes was
just lazy. As of MK2, there were
two female ninjas and five male
ninjas, all of which were just different colors of the same outfit. I
shook my head then as a notquite discerning 13-year-old, and
I shake my head now as a discerning 26-year-old.
Dan Forden’s sound effects
and music shone then and still
do. I love the music of the game
and it fits every background.
Most of the music set the tone
for the game’s dark surroundings. Voice work for the game
was outrageous and funny, something gaming friends and I still
talk about today. I think of the
soundtrack as something that

Forden obviously wanted to do
and really pushed the boundaries.
You can hear the level of creativity in the game just by listening
to Shao Kahn taunt characters.
Play control was an interesting piece of work. While there
are moves that have no trouble
coming out, there are some finishing moves that I still cannot
get to work consistently to this
day, which is unbelievable. It
shouldn’t be that hard to tap five
buttons and make moves work.
I also have major issues with
the A.I. The challenge in the arcade version ramps up considerably by the fourth level, which is
rampant in most of Midway’s
games. The A.I. constantly
guesses what a human player
will do and reacts obviously
inhumanly to situations. However, most fighters have a pattern
so once you’ve got the pattern
memorized, it’s easy to trick the
A.I. into doing whatever it is you

GAMING FILE
Title: Mortal Kombat II
Developer: Midway
Year of release: 1993
Rating (out of 10): 6

want it to do. Certain characters
make the trick easy and to go
through the game with ease because the computer will walk
into the moves every time. I
think in today’s games, that
wouldn’t have gotten very far.
Would I play MK2 in this day
and age? It depends on what else
was available. For its time, MK2
got things riled up and made a
name for itself by introducing
something that Capcom didn’t
have in its Street Fighter series.
But the lazy graphics and crazy
A.I. would not let the series get
this far today, and I can’t say
that I would disagree with it.
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Who are we?
Lyndsey Mosley, an avid video gamer and journalist, is editor of Gaming Insurrection. To make
everything possible for the little newsletter that
could, Mosley wears quite a few hats in the process: Copy editor, writer, designer, web designer and
photographer. In her spare time, Mosley can be
found blogging and creating video game music
CDs. Mosley, who works fulltime as a copy editor
and page designer at the Anderson (S.C.) Independent-Mail, resides in Anderson with her husband.

Marcus Barnes is a lifelong video gamer and supporter of Gaming Insurrection. A contributor since the
inception of GI in early 2001, Barnes has written The
Game Gospel, a monthly expose of Barnes' inner
thoughts on the video game industry at large. Barnes is
a retail denizen, capable of selling you jewelry and
video games on the weekend while detailing the latest
and greatest in software for your systems. Barnes resides in his hometown of Columbia, S.C.

Who is Jamie Mosley? Well, that depends on who
you ask. For some, he is an assistant manager of Hottopic and Hat World; to others he is husband. For GI, J.
Mo - as he prefers to be called - is a contributor of a
monthly Dungeons and Dragons-based column. Though
he is a newcomer to the world of journalism, Mosley is
no stranger to video games: He can trace his roots back
to the NES-era Metroid. Let's put it this way: If you can
remember beating Metroid and passwords for it, you are
one old dude. J. Mo resides with the missus at casa de
Mosley in Anderson, S.C.

